
WHLE 07  “Chairs” Embroidered by Marina Zherdeva,  

Moscow, Russia 

 
Sequence of steps. 

 

1. Chairs 

Ribbons used for chairs and basket.  Please follow the design while you chose the 

ribbon’s color and width. 

4 mm 7 mm 

137  (2) 137 (3) 

110 (2) 110 (2) 

20 (2)  

21 21 

 

1.1.  Left chair.   

Legs are made of chain stitch (# 137, 4 mm ribbon), fixed by a thread to save 

the width of the stitch. After that the legs are wrapped by 7 mm ribbon as 

follows: 

1
st
 left leg - # 110, 7 mm 

2
nd

 left leg - # 110, 7 mm 

3
rd

 left leg - # 137, 7 mm 

4
th

 left leg - # 110, 7 mm 

 

Backrest 

Chain stitch # 137, 7 mm; wrapped by #110, 7 mm (appr. 60 sm) 

 

Seat – 2 rows of chain stitch, # 137, 4 mm (appr. 2 m), to make a row wider 

according to the design, wrapped by # 110, 7 mm 

 

1.2.  Right chair 

Legs are made of chain stitch (# 137, 4 mm ribbon), fixed by a thread to save 

the width of the stitch. After that the legs are wrapped by 7 mm ribbon as 

follows: 

Front legs  # 110, 7 mm 

Distant legs  # 137, 7 mm 

 

Backrest  chain is wrapped by # 110, 7 mm on the light parts, and by #137, 7 

mm  - on the dark parts. 

 

2.  Basket  -  stumpwork.  

Vertical stripes:  twisted ribbon 4 mm:    #20, #21, #137 

Horizontal stripes:  twisted ribbon 4 mm:   #20, #110 

 

 

3.  Window in the upper left corner, bricks and other elements through the design. 

Silk and cotton thread: white, green, and 3 different shades of brown 



 

4.  Green leaves in background , leaves of the flowers in the bouquets – please follow the 

design while you choose the ribbon’s color and width. 

4 mm 7 mm 

22 22 

24 (2) 24 (2) 

32 32 

35  35 

18  

 80  

 

5.  Roses 

5.1. Left side of the design, on the bricks  

Flowers:   4 mm:  #52 (2);  #38;  #108   

Leaves:  4 mm:  #24;      #35;  #22 

 

5.2.  Right side of the left chair (middle of the design) 

4 mm: #53;  #108;  #38 

  

5.3. Between the chairs, scarlet roses and leaves: 

4 mm:  #141;  #61 

 

5.4.  Roses in the basket 

7 mm: #141;  #90;  #54;  #122;  #52;  #65  -  appr.30 sm. per 1 rose. 

4 mm: #134 (appr. 0.3 m) 

 

5.5.  Roses on the ground, left side, under the chair :   

Flowers:  7 mm: #141, #90 

Leaves:   4 mm:  #24;  #35 

    7 mm:   #24  

  

6.  Bouquets of field flowers. 

6.1. Bouquet on the right chair: 

2 mm:  #65, #103, #77 

6.2. Bouquet under the right chair: 

2 mm:  #103, #77 

 

 

 


